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Abstract
Background: Protein structure prediction and its associated key sub-problems
such as distance map prediction are of significant importance in biology and bioinformatics. The inter-residue distance prediction problem, or distance prediction
in short, is to predict the physical distance between amino acids in a threedimensional (3D) space, given a protein’s one-dimensional sequence information.
While there exist many methods to predict distance maps, there are currently no
methods that can take those predicted distance maps and build 3D models from
them in an ab initio way, i.e., without using any other information. This works
aims to fill this gap by: a) developing a method that accepts predicted distance
maps (2D information) as input and builds 3D models, and, b) investigating the
prospect and limitations of distance-guided 3D modeling (reconstruction).
Methods: DISTFOLD is a Perl based script that wraps around a well-established
3D modeling tool known as CNS-Suite. To test our DISTFOLD implementation,
we first benchmarked it on a small subset of the SCOPe dataset representative
of the entire protein data bank. In addition to developing DISTFOLD, we also
investigated (a) how various distance thresholds for selecting distance restraints
impact the reconstruction accuracy, (b) how secondary structure information influences the reconstruction accuracy, (c) how the reconstruction accuracy changes
when predicted distances are used instead of true, (d) how accuracy changes with
a distance based method as we increase the number of models generated, and (e)
how long the process took using elapsed time as a criterion.
Results: Using two representative sets consisting of 1583 proteins and 259 proteins, we show that our method, DISTFOLD, is capable of building accurate
models in an array of settings. Our results also show that the value of threshold
chosen to filter-out/keep distances can drastically affect reconstruction accuracy.
We also show that including secondary structures, when available, can benefit
2

reconstruction in the absence of local distance information. When predicted distances are used instead of true, we found out that the reconstruction accuracy
drops significantly and that distances predicted at thresholds higher than 11 or
12 Å are not significantly useful for reconstruction at this time. DISTFOLD is
publicly available at https://github.com/ba-lab/distfold/.
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Chapter 1
Background

The protein folding problem is one of the most interesting problems in computational biology and remains as one of the grand challenges of its field [1, 2, 3].
Despite the recent success of DeepMind’s AlphaFold2 [4] as presented in the most
recent Critical Assessment of Protein Structure Prediction (CASP) 14 conference,
many questions about protein folding still remain unanswered. Given an amino
acid sequence the challenge is to produce a 3-dimensional (3D) structure that can
be used by other disciplines such as material science [2], chemistry, medicine and
biology. Successful protein structure prediction methods such as AlphaFold [5],
trRosetta [6], and I-TASSER [7] demonstrated that there are two steps involved
in predicting a 3D structure of a protein sequence. The first step is to predict
a two-dimensional representation of the 3D structure using a contact map or a
distance map (also known as contacts/distances), and the second is to build 3D
models using the contact or distance maps as restraints. Since contact prediction
is a relatively well studied problem many methods such as [8, 9, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17], have been developed. The distance prediction problem is relatively
new and is an active area of research. Although predicting a distance map is more
challenging than contact maps, as shown by the results of the CASP13 competition [18], it can be much more informative for 3D modeling [19]. Methods such
9

as Alphafold [5], PDNET [20], REALDIST [21], DeepDist [22], trRosetta [6], and
[23, 24] have been recently developed for distance prediction.
Similarly, for the second step of building 3D models from predicted contact maps,
ab initio methods such as CONFOLD [25] and Reconstruct [26] have been developed. Studies, including FT-COMAR [27], Reconstruct[26], CONFOLD [25], and
I-TASSER [28] have previously shown that true structures can be recovered (also
referred to as reconstruction) only using the information captured in a contact
map. The CONFOLD method, in particular, has demonstrated that it is able
to outperform other reconstruction methods when building models [25]. Overall, the success of these methods suggest that a contact map can carry enough
information to build an accurate 3D model for a protein sequence. This reconstruction problem has been proven to be NP-hard [29] and requires optimization
algorithms such as simulated annealing as a part of the pipeline. With the recent transition of the field from contact prediction to distance prediction, it would
be ideal if we could use these established methods for distance-guided modelling
instead of contact-guided modeling. A natural question arises then, if we can develop (or adapt existing methods) to predict 3D models from predicted distance
maps. Unfortunately, the methods for ab initio contact-guided modeling cannot
accept distance restraints as input and no ab initio methods have been developed for distance-guided structure modeling. Clearly, to push forward progress in
the field of protein structure prediction, there is a need to develop methods for
distance-guided modeling, i.e., methods that accept a predicted distance map as
input and build 3D models that satisfy these distance restraints. In this work,
we develop and release an open-source method for distance-guided protein modeling by upgrading the widely used CONFOLD method [25] that we had developed
for contact prediction. Our method, DISTFOLD, first translates distances and
secondary structures into distance, dihedral angle, and hydrogen bond restraints
according to standard conversion rules, and then provides these restraints as input
for a distance geometry algorithm to build tertiary structure models. In addition
10

to developing DISTFOLD, we also investigated (a) how various distance thresholds for selecting distance restraints impact the reconstruction accuracy, (b) how
secondary structure information influences the reconstruction accuracy, (c) how
the reconstruction accuracy changes when predicted distances are used instead of
true, (d) how accuracy changes with a distance based method as we increase the
number of models generated, and (e) how long the process took using elapsed time
as a criterion.
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Chapter 2
Methods

2.1

Definition of Contact and Distance Maps

For a given protein 3D structure with L amino acids, a contact map is a binary
L × L matrix where each cell in the matrix indicates if the corresponding residue
pair’s (ith row and j th column) carbon-beta (Cβ) atoms (Cα in case of glycene) are
closer than 8 Å in the 3D structural space. Similarly, a distance map is a matrix
where each cell has the actual physical distances between the corresponding pair
of amino acids. Although a true distance map may have any positive real number
(usually less than a 100 Å) as cell values, predicted distance maps typically have
values less than 20 Å. This is because (a) short physical distances below a certain
threshold (such as 20 Å) are sufficient to capture the 3D structure, and (b) larger
distances are much more difficult to predict so most methods predict only distances
lower than a set threshold.
A contact or a distance (one cell/pair in the maps) may be categorized as local,
short-range, medium-range or long-range, based on the sequence separation between the two residues involved. For example, if two residues (i and j) are adjacent
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Figure 2.1: Depiction of local, short-range, medium-range and long-range distances in
a 3D structure (on the left) and a distance map (on the right). Local pairs correspond
to residues within 6 of each other, short-range pairs correspond to residues between 6 to
11 apart, medium-range pairs correspond to residues 12 to 23 residues apart, and longrange connections correspond to residues further than 24 apart. In the distance map on
the right, the labels in the x and y axis refer to the residue index in the corresponding
protein sequence. The diagonal line shows that the residue pair i and i have a zero
distance.

to each other in the corresponding amino acid sequence or closer than 6 amino
acids then it is a local contact or distance. Similarly, short-range pairs are those
who are those inter-residue distance is between 6 to 11, medium-range pairs are
those which are 12 to 23 residues apart, and long-range pairs are those that are
24 or more residues apart.
Local pairs typically define the secondary structure that is folded by the protein
such as helix or strand. Short-range pairs typically hold information regarding
local hairpins and other short-range structures. The residue pairs of most interest,
however, are the medium and long range connections, i.e. pairs that are longer
than 12 residues apart, that exist within the protein as they typically define how
the protein will end up folded in its tertiary structures, which are hardest to
predict. Figure 2.1 shows a distance map and provides a visual summary of
these four categories of distances.
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2.2

Data Sets

To prepare dataset for our distance-guided reconstruction experiments, we started
with the Structural Classification of Proteins ‘extended’ (SCOPe) dataset [30].
SCOPe is a classification of protein structures based on the structural fold types
(shapes). Since our experiments require a lot of computational time and resources,
we randomly selected 259 protein sequences from the SCOPe dataset such that
they evenly capture all the 7 structural ‘classes’ (alpha proteins, beta proteins,
etc.) defined in SCOPe. For some of our experiments where we conduct a much
more rigorous analysis, we also prepared a second subset consisting of much larger
set of 1583 proteins.

2.3

Implementation

With the emergence of high quality contact and distance maps from methods
like trRosetta[6] and Alphafold2[4] making sure that DISTFOLD adapts to these
new methods is something that needs consideration. In addition to developing
DISTFOLD we also made some major changes to the CNS solve program itself,
which is the backbone of DISTFOLD and CONFOLD. Given that contact and
distance maps are better than they were when CNS Solve was first released, some
major changes need to be made to account for the increasing accuracy of the
distance and contact maps to help it stay relevant. In order to account for these
we made two major changes to the code that allow DISTFOLD to continue to
work in this new age of protein structure prediction. The first major change we
made is changing how the program deals with the rotation of matrices and the
detection of models that are no longer moving. The second change we made is
with regard to the starting position that atoms are allowed to take in the 3D space,
as we allow the program more space for the starting of atoms than was previously
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established.
One of the most common problems that we faced during testing was under rotating
matrices during reconstruction. This problem occurred when when the position
matrix, which stores where the atoms are during the model building, did not get
perturbed enough during the rotation subroutine. After the program detected
that the position matrix did not move enough according to some preset threshold
it would crash. In order to remedy this problem we commented out the check
for under rotated matrices after trying to adjust the threshold cutoff. While this
was originally designed to help with true structures, we argue that this change
is beneficial to newer methods as they predict more accurate models leading to
faster convergence of optimization algorithms.
Another major area of improvement was the starting distances that the atoms
were allowed to take prior to any optimization. The program defines a cube of
10,000x10,000x10,000 as the starting space for the atoms. In some cases this grid
was not big enough for the positions the atoms took off of either predictions or the
true PDB. In order to account for this we increased the grid space that atoms are
allowed to occupy by a factor of 10, making the grid 100,000x100,000x100,000.
Unfortunately, the changes cause some unforeseen issues within the code. Optimizations ended up having to be turned off in order to get the code to run properly,
and while slower, it did run in more instances and produced correct results.
In order to facilitate the creation of the various graphs we used Matplotlib[31]; we
used NumPy[32] where it was applicable.
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Chapter 3
Results

3.1

Threshold for Distance Map Ceiling

The CASP 2020 organizers [33] and the recent methods for distance prediction
such as AlphaFold [5] and trRosetta [6] have focused on predicting only the distances below 20 Å suggesting that these are sufficient for accurate reconstruction.
However, it remains to be explored how the accuracy changes as we change the
threshold. This exploration was also probably not possible until now because of
the absence of a tool such as DISTFOLD which can build 3D models purely based
on distances and as well as be fast. With DISTFOLD developed, we sought out to
investigate the accuracy of reconstructed 3D models when selecting distances only
below a certain threshold as restraints for modeling. For this we prepared distance
maps for all the 259 protein structures in our dataset and iteratively removed all
distances above a chosen threshold and used the remaining distances as restraints
for distance-guided modeling using DISTFOLD. As distance thresholds, we chose
6 Å, 7 Å, etc. up to 20 Å. For example, to study the reconstruction at a threshold
of 10 Å we removed all the distances more than 10 Å from all true distance maps
and used the remaining distances as restraints for building 3D models. Then, the
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Figure 3.1: Effect of distance ceiling threshold on reconstruction accuracy of the 259
protein structures in our dataset measured using TM-score, RMSD, and GDT-TS. In
general, reconstruction at higher thresholds lead to more accurate models, i.e., high
TM-score/low RMSD/high GDT-TS.

top ranked model—the one that satisfies the restraints the most—was selected for
evaluation. These top models were then evaluated using template modeling score
(TM-score), root mean square deviation (RMSD), and global distance test total
score (GDT-TS).
Although it is obvious that the number of distance restraints increase as we increase the distance ceiling, we were interested in understanding the relationship
between them. Overall, using the ‘lmfit’ Python library [34] we observed that the
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Figure 3.2: Relationship between the distance ceiling threshold and the number of
restraints that can be derived from the PDB files. Data for this plot was generated from
our set of 259 proteins.

relationship approximately follows the following function: y = 23.2∗

p
x/31430.6+

1.1 with an R2 value of .9998, where y is the distance ceiling and x is the number
of restraints.
The results of our reconstruction study at various distance thresholds, as shown
in Figure 3.1, show that the reconstruction accuracy increases as we increase the
distance threshold. This is expected because as we increase the threshold, more
distances are included as restraints. At the highest threshold of 20 Å the fold
(shape) of almost all protein structures can be recovered, i.e., the TM-score of the
top models are higher than 0.5. As an example, we visualized the structure of the
PDB ‘2ZJRT’ [35] to demonstrate how higher thresholds deliver more accurate
18

Figure 3.3: Reconstruction of ‘3NUHB’s’ protein structure using true distance map
ceiled at 8, 10, and 20 Å. At 8 Å model 1 (A) has a TM-score of 0.13, at 10 Å the
TM-score is 0.14 (B), and at 20 Å TM-score is 0.49 (C). The native (true) structure is
shown in grey and model 1 is shown in red for each of the overlapping figures.

Figure 3.4: Reconstruction of the protein structure ‘2ZJRT’ using true distance map
ceiled at 8, 10, and 20 Å. At 8 Å the top model (A) has a TM-score of 0.25, at 10 Å the
TM-score is 0.76 (B), and at 20 Å TM-score is 0.84 (C). In each of the three superimposed
figures, the native (true) structure is shown in grey and the top reconstructed structure
is shown in red.

models. For this protein, the TM-score of the top model is 0.26 at 8 Å threshold,
0.76 at 10 Å threshold, and 0.84 at 20 Å (see Figure 3.4).
Even at this highest threshold, however, many top reconstructed models with
all true distances restraints as input, have high RMSD and low GDT-TS/TMscore. To find an answer to why some protein structures cannot be reconstructed
using true distance maps, we sought out to pick an example structure and study
it. For this, we choose PDB 3NUHB [36] as it failed reconstruction at every
threshold. The unformed ball that you can see in Figure 3.3 A and B is a
common occurrence among proteins that DISTFOLD cannot properly fold, but at
higher distance ceilings the true structure can almost always be recovered.
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3.2

Reconstruction with and without Secondary
Structure Information

In addition to reconstruction at various distance thresholds, it remains unstudied what the significance of predicted ‘secondary structure information’ is when
distances are used as restraints. In our previous work, we had found that adding
secondary structure to contact information can significantly improve the reconstruction accuracy of 3D models. Using a dataset of 496 CASP structural domains, we had found that adding secondary structures during the 3D modeling
improves the mean TM-score from 0.86 to 0.88 (RMSD from 2.2 Å to 2.0 Å) [25].
In this work, for true distance-guided reconstruction, we were interested in investigating: a) the change in reconstruction accuracy from adding secondary structure
restraints to distance restraints, and b) the change in accuracy from adding secondary structure restraints after the removal of local distance restraints. In order
to test secondary structures versus no secondary structures (in addition to distance restraints), we extracted secondary structures from the native PDB files
using DSSP [37, 38]. After the secondary structure restraints were extracted, we
used DISTFOLD to build models and reran four sets of reconstruction jobs at a
distance ceiling threshold of 12 Å with the following restraints: 1) all distances
with minimum sequence separation (MSS) of 2 and with secondary structure (SS)
restraints, 2) all distances with MSS of 6 (i.e., local distances removed) and with
SS restraints, 3) all MSS of 2 and without SS restraints, 4) all distances with MSS
of 6 (i.e., local distances removed) and without SS restraints.
The results of our reconstruction experiments, summarized in Table 3.1, shows
that in order to achieve high reconstruction accuracy we either need to include
secondary structure information as restraints or lower the sequence separation
threshold to 2 (i.e., include local distance restraints). Excluding secondary structure information and distances closer than 6 sequence separation, the average
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Table 3.1: Average reconstruction accuracy with and without secondary structures for
the 259 protein structures in our dataset. Each row in the table outlines the minimum
sequence separation (MSS) to include/exclude local distances, whether or not secondary
structures (DSSP information) was used for reconstruction, and the mean TM-score,
RMSD, and GDT-TS. Distance ceiling threshold of 12 Å was used for all experiments.

MSS
2
6
2
6

SS used (Y/N)
Y
Y
N
N

TM-score
0.95
0.94
0.94
0.92

RMSD
1.5
1.9
1.6
2.2

GDT-TS
0.95
0.93
0.94
0.92

reconstruction TM-score drops from 0.95 to 0.92. A similar drop in performance
is observed for the RMSD and GDT-TS metrics.

3.3

Reconstruction Across SCOPe Classes

In order to test distance-guided reconstruction potential for all protein class types
(all α, all β, α/β, α+β, multi-domain, membrane, and small), we used DISTFOLD
to build models for our dataset of 259 proteins at a distance ceiling threshold of
12 Å using true distances. Next, we divided the 259 proteins into the seven class
categories as defined in SCOPe and observed the reconstruction accuracy for each
class. The results, summarized in Table 3.2, shows that the “alpha and beta
proteins” class (both α + β and α/β) have the highest reconstruction accuracy
(TM-score = 0.97, 0.96 respectively), if we ignore the “small proteins” class. We
also observed the multi-domain proteins and membrane /cell surface proteins are
relatively difficult to reconstruct.
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Protein
Category
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Class
Description
All Alpha Proteins
All Beta Proteins
Alpha and Beta Proteins (α/β)
Alpha and Beta Proteins (α + β)
Multi-domain Proteins (alpha and beta)
Membrane and Cell Surface Proteins
Small Proteins

Number of
Proteins
68
54
40
59
8
18
12

TM-score

RMSD

GDT-TS

0.95
0.93
0.97
0.96
0.88
0.89
0.95

1.40
2.12
1.22
1.27
4.63
3.03
1.15

0.95
0.92
0.97
0.96
0.83
0.89
0.97

Table 3.2: Reconstruction accuracy of various SCOPe classes measured using average
TM-score, RMSD, and GDT-TS. For reconstruction true distances below 12 Å were
extracted from the corresponding native PDB files.

3.4

Reconstruction Using Predicted Distances

In this work, we were also interested in studying the difference in reconstruction
accuracy when we use predicted distances instead of true distances from a PDB file.
To investigate, we first reconstructed 3D models using true distances for our larger
dataset consisting of 1583 proteins. Next, we took this same set and predicted
distances using a state-of-the-art distance prediction method trRosetta [6]. It is
worth noting that the 1583 proteins are sampled from the SCOPe dataset to be
representative of the protein structural domain. Evaluation of the top ranking
models using GDT-TS score suggests that reconstruction accuracy for predicted
distance maps is remarkably lower in the case of predicted distances (see Figure
3.5). In the case of true distances, we find that reconstruction accuracy continues
to increase as we increase the distance ceiling threshold (the maximum length
distances to include as restraints), on average. To our surprise, we find that
in the case of predicted distances the reconstruction accuracy does not continue
increase as the ceiling threshold increases after around 11 Å. This is probably
because longer physical distances are difficult to predict and trRosetta’s prediction
accuracy saturates after 11 Å.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of reconstruction accuracy (measured using GDT-TS) of models built using true distances (on the left) with models built using distances predicted
using trRosetta (on the right). These results were obtained from reconstruction of our
larger dataset consisting of 1583 proteins.
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3.5

Number of Models to Generate

The original CONFOLD method [39] and our adaptation (DISTFOLD), both build
20 models in a single reconstruction run and the top model (with the lowest energy) is selected as the predicted top model. We were interested to investigate
if generating more models, i.e, increasing the decoy size, would increase the reconstruction accuracy. For our experiments, we chose to build 20, 60, 100, 200
and 400 models in each run. Since generating more models takes a much longer
time and the run time for generating 400 models was over 2 days for longer proteins, we restricted our experiments to proteins shorter than 512 residues, or cut
the protein off at 512 residues. As summarized in Figure 3.6, the general trend
is that generating more models leads to increased accuracy. In order to better
understand the increase in performance for additional models built, we fitted a
square root equation to the means of the number of models, and approximated the
√
relationship to be: y = .025 1.3x + .58 with an R2 value of .88 using lmfit [34].
Considering the additional time needed to build models, for all our experiments
we generated only 20 models per run.

3.6

Elapsed Time

One of the most important things besides accuracy is how long a method takes to
produce models. If the method is capable of building models in a short amount
of time but is inaccurate then there is almost no point in building the models
using that method, however the converse is not true. If the method takes some
time but is accurate then it is worth paying the price of the longer time. So far we
have shown that our method, DISTFOLD, is very accurate when given the correct
information, i.e. local distance restraints or secondary structure information and
a sizeable threshold cut off. Next we looked into how long the process took using
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Figure 3.6: This figure shows the number of models TM-score in the left most boxplot, the center is the RMSD between the true structure and the protein that was built,
the right most box-plot shows the GDT-TS.
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elapsed time as the metric in question. In order to accurately measure this only
the model generation was measured and not the time it took to run any post
results processing such as determining TM-score, which keeps our measurement
of time solely focused on model generation.
The results can be seen in Figure 3.7. We see that the relationship is almost
linear for the general trend that the graph has. The outliers seem to increase as
we increase the residue size and it seems there is a minimum time it can take at a
certain residue point, as there are no outliers below the steadily increasing slope
of the graph. The spattering at 512 residue length suggests that something other
residue length plays an important role in the time that it takes to properly fold
the protein. We can see similar outliers and indicators across the graph as there
are points above the general trend line that suggest something other than residue
length can play a role in the time it takes to fold the protein.
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Figure 3.7: This figure represents the finish times of the 259 protein dataset as computed on the Lewis Cluster at the University of Missouri - Columbia. Experiments were
ran at a 12 Å threshold.
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Chapter 4
Conclusion

We developed a novel distance based protein folding algorithm and then benchmarked it across a variety of real-world scenarios using the SCOPe datasets. These
results show that our method, DISTFOLD, is capable of building models in a variety of settings and configurations. DISTFOLD is capable of building models with
and without secondary structure information, though the inclusion of secondary
structure information or local distance restraints leads to a definite performance
increase. DISTFOLD is also capable of building models at various threshold cutoffs, none the less, the general trend is that the larger you are able to make the
threshold cutoff the better your models will end up. The general trend in model
building that the more models you generate the better your top model will become holds true for distance based folding as well with respect to DISTFOLD as
well. DISTFOLD has also shown that it is fast enough to compete in this new
age of ‘big data’ and prepare models in reasonable time frames. We hope that
DISTFOLD will serve as a pillar of ab initio distance based modeling methods
including among those yet to come.
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Chapter 5
Supplementary Material
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Figure 5.1: In the predicted figure there appear two extreme outliers at the 12 threshold for the models generated from trRosetta predictions in GDT-TS, namely PDBs
1L5OA[40] and 1F7UA[41]. They were visualized in ChimeraX[42] and no extenuating
circumstances were found for the outliers. 1F7UA is a multi-domain protein that was
folded correctly given the true structure, but it appears that trRosetta was unable to
properly capture the structure when we asked it to predict. 1L5OA is a single domain
protein who ended up misfolded in the same way as 1F7UA, where they were both long,
stretched out strands with no secondary structures. We think that this is due to a problem in the trRosetta predictions and not DISTFOLD, as when given the true structure
DISTFOLD is able to correctly assemble the protein structure with 0.997 TMSCORE
and 0.759 TMSCORE for 1L5OA and 1F7UA respectively.
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